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Abstract
Unreliable failure detectors introduced by Chandra and
Toueg are abstract mechanisms that provide information
about process crashes. On the one hand, failure detectors
allow a statement of the minimal requirements on process
failures that allow solutions to problems that cannot otherwise be solved in purely asynchronous systems. However, on the other hand, they cannot be implemented in such
systems: their implementation requires that the underlying
distributed system be enriched with additional assumptions.
Classic failure detector implementations rely on additional synchrony assumptions such as partial synchrony.
More recently, a new approach for implementing failure
detectors has been proposed: it relies on behavioral
properties on the flow of messages exchanged. This paper
shows that these approaches are not antagonistic and can
be advantageously combined. A hybrid protocol (the first
to our knowledge) implementing failure detectors with
eventual accuracy properties is presented. Interestingly,
this protocol benefits from the best of both worlds in
the sense that it converges (i.e., provides the required
failure detector) as soon as either the system behaves
synchronously or the required message exchange pattern is
satisfied. This shows that, to expedite convergence, it can
be interesting to consider that the underlying system can
satisfy several alternative assumptions.
Keywords: Asynchronous distributed systems, Distributed algorithm, Convergence, Hybrid algorithm, Fault
tolerance, Process crash, Unreliable failure detector.

1 Introduction
Context of the study The design and implementation of
reliable applications on top of asynchronous distributed sys-

tems prone to process crashes is a difficult and complex
task. The main reason for this lies in the impossibility of
correctly detecting crashes in the presence of asynchrony.
In such a context, some problems become very difficult
or even impossible to solve. The most famous of those
problems is the Consensus problem for which there is no
deterministic solution in asynchronous distributed systems
where processes (even only one) may crash [9].
To overcome this impossibility, Chandra and Toueg introduced the concept of an Unreliable Failure Detector [5].
A failure detector can be seen as an oracle [15, 20] made up
of a set of modules, each associated with a process. The failure detector module attached to a process provides it with
a list of processes it suspects of having crashed. A failure detector module can make mistakes (whence the epithet
“unreliable”) by not suspecting a crashed process or by erroneously suspecting a correct one. In their seminal paper
[5], Chandra and Toueg introduced several classes of failure detectors. A class is defined by two abstract properties,
namely a Completeness property and an Accuracy property.
Completeness is on the actual detection of crashes, while
accuracy restricts erroneous suspicions. As an example, let
us consider the class of failure detectors denoted  . It
includes all failure detectors such that (1) eventually, every
crashed process is permanently suspected by every correct
process1 , and (2) there is a correct process that, after some
finite but unknown time, is never suspected by the correct
processes (accuracy). Interestingly, several protocols that
solve the consensus problem in asynchronous distributed
systems augmented with a failure detector of the class  ,
and including a majority of correct processes, have been
designed (e.g., [5, 12]). It has been shown that  is the
weakest class of failure detectors that allows the consensus
problem to be solved [6] (with the additional assumption
that a majority of processes are correct).
As defined and advocated by Chandra and Toueg [5],
1A

correct process is a process that does not crash. See Section 2.1.

the failure detector approach is particularly attractive. Failure detectors are not defined in terms of a particular implementation (involving network topology, message delays,
local clocks, etc.) but in terms of abstract properties (related to the detection of failures) that allow problems to be
solved despite process crashes2 . The failure detector approach allows a modular decomposition that not only simplifies protocol design but also provides general solutions.
More specifically, during a first step, a protocol is designed
and proved correct assuming only the properties provided
by a failure detector class. Thus, this protocol is not expressed in terms of low-level parameters, but depends only
on a well-defined set of abstract properties. The implementation of a failure detector 
of the assumed class can then
be addressed independently: additional assumptions can be
investigated and the ones which are sufficient to implement
 can be added to the underlying distributed system in
order to define an augmented system on top of which 
can be implemented. Thus, 
can be implemented in one
way in some context and in another way in another context,
according to the particular features of the underlying system. It follows that this layered approach favors the design,
the proof and the portability of protocols.
Related work Several works have considered the implementation of some or all of Chandra-Toueg’s classes
of failure detectors [2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 13, 14, 21]. Basically,
these works consider that, eventually, the underlying
system behaves in a synchronous way. More precisely,
they consider the partially synchronous system model [5]
which is a generalization of the models proposed in [7].
A partially synchronous system assumes there are bounds
on process speeds and message transfer delays, but these
bounds are not known and hold only after some finite but
unknown time (called Global Stabilization Time). The
protocols implementing failure detectors in such systems
use timeouts and are consequently timer-based. They obey
the following principle: using successive approximations,
each process dynamically determines a value
that
eventually becomes an upper bound on transfer delays.
Another approach, that does not rely on the use of timeouts, has recently been introduced in [16]. This approach,
which uses explicitly the values of (the total number of
processes) and (the maximal number of processes that
can crash), consists in stating a property on the message exchange pattern that, when satisfied, allows the construction
of a failure detector of some class.
2 As an example different from the consensus problem, we can consider
the Global Data Computation (GDC) problem (a variant of the Interactive Consistency problem [18] in asynchronous distributed systems where
processes can commit only crash failures). It appears that perfect failure
detectors -the ones that never make erroneous suspicions- are both necessary and sufficient to solve
[11].



Assuming that each process can broadcast queries and
then, for each query, wait for the corresponding responses,
we say that a response to a query is a winning response if it
arrives among the first  responses to that query (the
other responses to that query are called losing responses).
We are now in order to state, as an example, the following property: “There are a correct process  and a set 
of  "!# processes such that eventually the response of
  to each query issued by any %$'&( is always a winning response (until -possibly- the crash of %$ )”. It is shown
in [16] that failure detectors of the class  can be implemented when this property is satisfied. This means that
it is possible to design a protocol satisfying the completeness and accuracy properties of  on top of asynchronous
distributed systems satisfying the previous requirement. Interestingly, such a requirement does not involve bounds on
communication times (they can be arbitrary). A probabilistic analysis for the case )*! , presented in [16], shows that
such a behavioral property on message exchanges is practically always satisfied.
Content of the paper This paper shows that the previous approaches are not antagonistic and can be combined
in a hybrid protocol implementing eventual failure detectors. This protocol benefits from the best of both worlds
in that it converges as soon as either the system behaves
synchronously, or the required message exchange pattern
occurs (finding such a combination of conditions was until
now an open problem). While hybrid protocols have been
proposed to solve consensus (e.g., [3, 17] use both a failure
detector and a random oracle), to our knowledge, this is the
first hybrid protocol to implement eventual failure detectors.
More explicitly, if only one of the following assumptions is
satisfied:

+
+

Partial synchrony,
Behavioral property on the message exchange pattern,

then, the proposed hybrid protocol implements a failure detector that is eventually accurate. If both assumptions are
satisfied, let ,.- be the time after which the underlying system behaves synchronously, and ,./ be the time after which
the behavioral property on the message exchange pattern
is satisfied. In that case, the eventual accuracy is obtained
from 021435, -76 , /  . Moreover, as we will see in the protocol
description, using a behavioral property in addition to partial synchrony can be done at no additional cost. It follows
that such a hybrid approach is practically appealing.
Organization of the paper The paper is made up of five
sections. Section 2 defines the computation model, and the
classes of eventual failure detectors we are interested in.
These are denoted  (eventually strong failure detectors)
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Figure 1. Query/Response Mechanism
and M (eventually perfect failure detectors). This section
also introduces the additional assumptions we consider for
implementing failure detectors of these classes. Then, Section 3 presents a hybrid protocol implementing failure detectors of the class  . Section 4 considers the case of failure detectors of the class M . Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Computation Model and Assumptions
2.1 Computation Model
Asynchronous distributed system with process crash
failures We consider a system consisting of a finite set
N of PORQ processes, namely, N )TS<U 6 WV 6YXZXZX76 [\ . A
process can fail by crashing, i.e., by prematurely halting. It
behaves correctly (i.e., according to its specification) until
it (possibly) crashes. By definition, a correct process is a
process that does not crash. A faulty process is a process
that is not correct. As previously indicated, denotes the
maximum number of processes that can crash ( !]^ _` ).
Processes communicate and synchronize by sending and
receiving messages through channels. Every pair of processes is connected by a channel. Channels are assumed
to be reliable: they do not create, alter or lose messages. In
particular, if   sends a message to %$ , then eventually %$ receives that message unless it fails. There is no assumption
about the relative speed of processes or message transfer
delays (let us observe that channels are not required to be
FIFO ).
We assume the existence of a global discrete clock. This
clock is a fictional device which is not known by the processes; it is only used to state specifications or prove protocol properties. The range a of clock values is the set of
natural numbers.

Query-response mechanism For our purpose (namely,
the implementation of failure detectors) we consider that
each process is provided with a query-response mechanism. More specifically, any process   can broadcast a
QUERY ALIVE () message and then wait for corresponding
RESPONSE () messages from bc processes (these are the
winning responses for that query). The other RESPONSE ()
messages associated with a query, if any, are systematically
discarded (these are the losing responses for that query).
A query issued by   is terminated if   has received
the b`" corresponding responses it was waiting for.
We assume that a process issues a new query only when
the previous one has terminated. Without loss of generality, the response from a process to its own queries is assumed to always arrive among the first de responses it is waiting for. Moreover, QUERY ALIVE () and RE SPONSE () are assumed to be implicitly tagged in order not
to confuse RESPONSE () messages corresponding to different QUERY ALIVE () messages.
Figure 1 depicts a query-response mechanism in a system made up of f)hg processes, and i)kj . After
l broadcasts QUERY ALIVE (), the mno)fp first RE SPONSE () messages it receives are from V , l (itself), q
and Wr . These responses are the winning responses for that
query. Notice that s has crashed.

2.2 Eventual Failure Detectors
Failure detectors have been formally defined by Chandra
and Toueg [5]. Informally, a failure detector consists of a
set of modules, each one attached to a process: the module attached to  maintains a set (named tYuvt w#xy,?w#z{ ) of
processes it currently suspects to have crashed. Any failure
detector module is inherently unreliable: it can make mistakes by not suspecting a crashed process or by erroneously
suspecting a correct one. Moreover, suspicions are not necessarily stable: a process %$ can be added to or removed

from a set tYut w#xy,?w#z  according to whether   ’s failure detector module currently suspects %$ or not.
As indicated in the Introduction, a failure detector class
is formally defined by two abstract properties, namely a
Completeness property and an Accuracy property. The upper layer protocol that uses the corresponding failure detector relies on these properties to ensure its liveness. More
precisely, the completeness property prevents a process
from entering a deadlock, while the accuracy property prevents it from entering a livelock (either deadlock or livelock
could prevent the process from terminating).
Chandra and Toueg have defined several classes of failure detectors [5]. In this paper, we are interested in two of
them. They are defined from the following completeness
property:

+

Strong Completeness: Eventually, every process
that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct
process.

and the following accuracy properties:

+
+

Eventual Strong Accuracy: There is a time after
which no correct process is suspected.
Eventual Weak Accuracy: There is a time after
which some correct process is never suspected.

Combining the completeness property with the previous accuracy properties provides the following classes of eventual
failure detectors [5]:

Partial synchrony The partial synchrony assumption has
been stated in the Introduction [5, 7]. We recall it here:

+

Property }~ : There is a time , - after which
there are bounds on process speeds and message transfer delays (but those bounds are
not known).

The intuition that underlies this property is the following. Generally, a system evolves through a sequence of long
stable periods separated by (usually, relatively short) unstable periods. The stable periods are when “the behavior is
predictable”, i.e., when there are bounds on message delays
and processing times. This is exactly what is captured by
the }~ property. The hope is then that each stable period
will be “long enough” for the properties of the failure detector to be realized during that period. As “long enough” cannot be measured (remember that we are in an asynchronous
system where there is no timing assumption), it is captured
in the statement of the }~ property by “there is a time ,.after which ...” (A similar clause will be used in the other
properties stated below.)
Behavioral properties on the message exchange pattern
We state here two behavioral properties. The first one has
already been stated in the Introduction. Both are properties on the message exchange pattern involved in the queryresponse mechanism. ( } ,  and t stand for “Message
Pattern”, “weak” and “strong”, respectively.)

+

+ M

: The class of Eventually Perfect failure detectors.
This class contains all the failure detectors that satisfy
strong completeness and eventual strong accuracy.

+ 

: The class of Eventually Strong failure detectors.
This class contains all the failure detectors that satisfy
strong completeness and eventual weak accuracy.

Clearly MR|e . As already noticed in the Introduction,
 is the weakest class of failure detectors for solving consensus in asynchronous systems prone to process crashes
[6]. M is the weakest class of failure detectors for solving
quiescent reliable communication in asynchronous systems
with process crashes and lossy links [1]3 .

2.3 Additional Assumptions
This section states two types of additional assumptions that allow the implementation of failure detectors in the
class  or M .
3 The quiescent reliable communication problem consists in achieving
reliable communication with protocols that eventually stop sending messages in an asynchronous distributed system where processes can crash and
links can be lossy.

+

Property } (Weak Message Pattern):
There are a time , /  , a correct process W
and a set  of  !# processes (, /  , W
and  are not known in advance) such that,
after , /  , each process  $ & gets a winning response from   to each of its queries
(until %$ possibly crashes).

Property }5 (Strong Message Pattern):
There is a time ,./ after which,    , there
is a set   of `! processes %$ such that
any such  $ gets a winning response from W
to each of its queries (until  or  $ crashes).
As previously, the time , /2 and the sets  
are not known in advance.

The intuition that underlies these properties is the following. Even if the system is not stable, it is possible that
its behavior has some “regularity” that can be exploited to
build failure detectors. This regularity can be seen as some
“logical synchrony” (as opposed to “physical” synchrony
captured by the property }~ ). More precisely, }5 states
that there is eventually a cluster  of o! processes
that (until some of them possibly crash) receive winning responses from   to their queries. This can be interpreted as
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for each do
task
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Figure 2. Failure Detector Module
follows: among the processes, there is a process that has
 "!# “favorite neighbors” with which it communicates
faster than with the other processes. When we consider the
particular case m)Ò! , }  boils down to a simple channel property, namely, there is channel K  6 ¡$ ) that is never
the slowest among the channels connecting %$ to the other
processes (it is shown in [16] that the probability that this
property be satisfied in practice is very close to ! ). The intuition that underlies }  is similar.
Protocols implementing failure detectors belonging to
M or  in asynchronous distributed systems satisfying
the assumption }~ are described in [5, 8, 13, 14]. A protocol implementing a failure detector belonging to  in
asynchronous distributed systems satisfying }  is described in [16].
The next sections show how to build a failure detector
of the class  (resp., M ) when the underlying system
satisfies the property } ÔÓ }~ (resp., }5 Ó }~ ). Let us
notice that }  alone is too weak to build failure detector
of the class M .

3 A Hybrid Protocol for Õ×Ö
3.1 Underlying Principles
The protocol borrows, combines and extends ideas from
[5] and [16]. It is made of three tasks (Figure 2). The





Associated with 



aim of the tasks Ø! and Øj is to manage two sets of suspected processes, namely, tZut w#xy,?w#z }  (the set of processes suspected with respect to the assumption }  ), and
tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }~  (the set of processes suspected with respect
to the assumption }~ ). The aim of the task ØQ is to answer
the calls issued by the upper layer application when it invokes the primitive SUSPECT () (line 14). The caller is then
provided with the set of process that are currently suspected,
namely, tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }ÚÙ tYut Ww#xy,?w#z }~ (lines 15-16).
The other local variables managed by a process W are
a set ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#ÞÐ and an array ßK! X4X và . The set
ÜÛ#, Ý«wx WÝ#Û#Þ is used to keep the processes whose responses to the last query of   have not been received among
the  m first ones.  ß áÂà is a timer used by   to detect
the possible crash of %$ when considering the assumption
}~ .
Periodically,   issues QUERY ALIVE () messages (line
3). Let us notice that the repetition period of task Ø! has
no incidence on the correctness of the protocol. (It does
of course influence the latency in a practical system.) A
QUERY ALIVE () message has a double aim: activation of a
query-response mechanism (this is related to the }5 assumption), and indication to the other processes that  is
alive (this is related to the }~ assumption). After it has
issued a query,  waits until it has received  m corresponding responses (line 4). Then it determines the set of
processes from which it has not received responses and

updates ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þ  accordingly (line 7).
The management of the set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz } is more subtle. Let us observe that each RESPONSE () message carries
the current value of the set ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þ $ of its sender  $
(line 10). After having received the first b×` responses it was waiting for,   updates tYut w#xy,?w#z }  to be equal to the the intersection of the â`ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þ¹$
sets it considers (line 8). This means that tYut w#xy,?w#z } 
consists of the processes that have not sent a RESPONSE ()
message to the last query of   (because they have crashed)
or whose RESPONSE () messages were losing messages for
that query. As we will show in the proof, if the system satisfies the property }  , the sets tYuvt Wwxª,?wz }  satisfy the
properties defining  .
Let us now consider the management of the set
tZut w#xy,?w#z }~ . Each time a process  receives a
QUERY ALIVE () message from some process  $ , it increments the timeout value associated with %$ if %$ã&
tZut w#xy,?w#z }~  (line 11). Then,   recomputes the value of
this set which, from now on, includes the processes Wä from
which   has not received a QUERY ALIVE () message since
 ß å²à time units (the timeout value has been exceeded without receiving a QUERY ALIVE () message). Let us observe
that the recomputed value of tZut w#xy,?w#z }  at line 12 will
not include ¡$ since   just received a QUERY ALIVE () message from  $ and ß áÂà7æèç .
As we will show in the proof, if the system satisfies the
property }~ , the sets tZut w#xy,?w#z }~ satisfy the properties
defining  .

3.2 Proof of the Protocol
Let us first observe that, as there are at most ( !]^â_
) processes that can crash and channels do not lose messages, no  2 module can block forever. Moreover, we assume by definition that the ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#ÞÐ set of a crashed
process   is equal to é . (This definition is motivated by the
fact that a crashed process never sends its ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þ 
set to the other processes.) The proof of Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 are from [5].
Lemma 1 Every process that crashes eventually belongs
permanently to the set tYut Ww#xy,?w#z }~  of every correct process   .
Proof Let %$ be a process that crashes at time , . Let us first
observe that  $ does not send QUERY ALIVE () messages
after , . Moreover, as message delays are finite, there is a
time ,?ê ê after which all the QUERY ALIVE () messages sent
by  $ before , have been received. Moreover,  receives
QUERY ALIVE () messages after ,?ê7),?ê ê%è<ß áÂà (as  has
not crashed, it receives at least its own QUERY ALIVE ()
messages). Each time it receives such a message after ,?ê ,

it includes %$ in the set tYut w#xy,?w#z
remains permanently in this set.

}~ 

(line 12). Hence, ¡$

ëÃìÚíî§îïcU

Lemma 2 Every process that crashes eventually belongs
permanently to the set tYuvt w#xy,?w#z } of every correct process  .

Proof After a process %$ has crashed, it no longer responds
to the QUERY ALIVE () messages it receives. It follows that
eventually ¡$ belongs permanently to the ÜÛ#, Ý#w#x WÝ«Û#Þ 
sets of each process that does not crash. Hence, ¡$ belongs
to the intersection of all these sets received by a correct process  , and consequently,  $ becomes a member of the set
tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }5 .
ë ìÚíî§îïV
Lemma 3 [Strong Completeness] The protocol described in Figure 2 satisfies the strong completeness property (i.e., every process that crashes is eventually suspected
by every correct process).
Proof The proof follows directly from the Lemmas 1 and
2 and the fact that the set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz  is defined as the intersection of tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }~  and tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }  : as both
sets eventually contain all crashed processes, so does their
ë ìÚíî§îïl
intersection.
Let us observe that the previous lemmas do not involve
any additional assumption to the asynchronous system model. This is not the case for the two lemmas that follow.
Lemma 4 Let us assume that the underlying system satisfies the property }~ . Then, there is a time , such that, after
, , for each pair of correct processes   and Wä , we have
 ñ& ð tYuvt Wwxª,?wz }~Üä .
Proof We show that, when the system satisfies the property
}~ , there is a time after which the set tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }~ of
each correct process  includes no correct process. Let  $
be a correct process. It sends periodically QUERY ALIVE ()
messages. Due to the property }~ (eventual existence of
bounds on message delays and processing time), and the
incrementation of the timeout value  ß áÂà , should process
%$ be suspected (line 11), there is a time , after which the
timeout value  ß áÂà is greater than or equal to the maximum
duration that elapses between any two consecutive receptions by   of QUERY ALIVE () messages sent by ¡$ . It then
follows that if ¡$ was in tYuvt Wwxª,?wz }~  before , , it is removed from it (line 11), and is never added again to this set
in the future (line 12). Hence,  $ never belongs to the set
tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }~Ü of correct process W after , . ë ìÚíî§îïòs
Lemma 5 Let us assume that the underlying system satisfies the property } . Then, there is a time , and a correct
process   such that, after , and for each correct process Wä ,
we have  ñ& ð tYuvt Wwxª,?wz }5ä .

Proof Claim: If }  holds, then there is a time ,
and a correct process   that does not belong to the
ÜÛ#, Ý#w#x WÝ«Û#Þ $ sets of at least  ¹e! processes (some of
those processes can be crashed).
Proof of the claim. As }5 holds, there is a time , after
which there are a correct process  and a set  of ón!
processes such that { $ &× :  $ gets a response from W to
each of its queries (until ¡$ possibly crashes).
Let %$ô&ã . If ¡$ has crashed at a time ]õ, , then
ð ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þö$ . Otherwise,
by definition we have  d&o
we conclude from }  that (until %$ possibly crashes)
the response from   to each of its queries is a winning
response. So, each time it executes line 5, %$ puts   in the
set ÷ . It follows that each time ¡$ executes line 7, we have
ð ÜÛ#, Ý#w#x WÝ#Û#Þö$ . End of the proof of the claim.
 Ô&Ð
We now show that there is a time , and a correct process
 such that the set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz } ä of any correct process
 ä never includes  after , .
As }5 is satisfied, it follows from the claim that there
is a correct process W that, after some finite time , ê , never
belongs to the ÜÛ#, Ý«w#x WÝ«Û#Þ¹$ sets of at least  ¹n!# processes. Let ,ÅOÒ,?ê be a time after which all RESPONSE ()
messages sent before , by the processes of  have been received (or discarded).
After , ,   can appear in the RESPONSE () messages of
at most beø'ù!#. processes, from which we conclude that, for any correct process vä , there is at least one
RESPONSE ( ÜÛ#, Ý«wx WÝ#Û#Þ ) message that does not carry the
identity of  , when it executes line 8. It follows that after
, ,  can no longer appear in the set tYut Ww#xy,?w#z } ä of a
ë ìíî§î§ïcq
correct process  ä after , .

+ ó  :  *!#

processes have to receive winning RE messages from   to their queries. This
means that £ "ÿ!# receptions of winning RE SPONSE () messages have to be possible (i.e., not discarded).
SPONSE ()

+ Ô  : a process accepts only b¹

RESPONSE () messages to each of its queries (as losing responses are discarded). This means that at most £ ' receptions
are possible.

Combining the two previous observations, we get
£ ^¹O £Ðô!# , i.e., ôæÒjÂ . So, for }ò to be
possibly satisfied in an asynchronous system, a majority of
processes has to be correct.
Assuming _P ð j , we now show that the protocol described in Figure 2 implements a failure detector of the class
M when the underlying system satisfies one of the properties }  or }~ .
Lemma 6 [Eventual Strong Accuracy] Let us assume
that the underlying system satisfies the property }~ or
}5 . Then, the protocol described in Figure 2 guarantees that eventually no correct process is suspected by the
correct processes.
Proof (Sketch)
Considering any correct process   , and its sets
tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }~  and tYut w#xy,?w#z }  , we have:
Due to Lemma 1, the set tYut w#xy,?w#z
contains all crashed processes.

}~ 

eventually

+

Due to Lemma 2, the set tYuvt w#xy,?w#z
contains all crashed processes.

} 

eventually

+

When }~ is satisfied, it follows from Lemma 4 that
there is a time after which tYut w#xy,?w#z }~  contains no
correct process.

+

When }  is satisfied, it can similarly be shown that
there is a time after which the set tYuvt w#xy,?w#z }5
contains no correct process (the proof is similar to
the proof of Lemma 5, considering }  instead of
}  ).

Theorem 1 Let !]è×_' . The protocol described in Figure 2 implements a failure detector of the class  when the
underlying system satisfies the property }  or the property }~ .

+

Proof The proof follows directly from Lemmas 3, 4 and 5
and the fact that the set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz{ is defined as being equal
ëÃúWû í?ü<ý³íî'U
to tZut w#xy,?w#z }~Ù tYut w#xy,?w#z }5 .

4 The Case of Õ×þ
Interestingly, the previous protocol implements a failure
detector of the class M when the underlying system satisfies one of the properties }  or }~ (as already noted, } alone is too weak to build a failure detector of
the class M while }~ alone is strong enough). When we
consider }  , the protocol additionally requires _è ð j .
This is a feasibility condition motivated by the following
reason. Let us consider the case where there is no failure.
In order that }5 might be satisfied we need:

It follows from these observations that, after some time, the
set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz  (i.e., tZut w#xy,?w#z }~  Ù tYuvt Wwxª,?wz }  ) always includes all crashed processes plus possibly some correct processes if the system satisfies neither }~ nor }  .
We then conclude that, as soon as }~ or }  is satisfied,
the set tYuvt Wwxª,?wz{ of each correct process W satisfies the
ë ìÚíî§îïr
eventual strong accuracy property.

Theorem 2 Let â_d ð j . The protocol described in Figure
2 implements a failure of the class M when the underlying
system satisfies the property }  or the property }~ .
Proof The proof follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 6.

ëÃúWû í?ü<ý³íîV

It follows that the proposed hybrid protocol has a generic
dimension, namely, without any modification, it provides us
with a failure detector that belongs to the class:

+   if the underlying distributed
 }  â_d Ó }~ .
+ M if the underlying distributed
 }ò  ×_` ð j  Ó }~ .

system satisfies
system satisfies

5 Conclusion
This paper has shown that, when one is interested in implementing failure detectors with eventual accuracy properties, approaches based on the partial synchrony assumption
or on the statement of behavioral properties on the message
exchange pattern, are not antagonistic and can even be advantageously combined. A hybrid protocol, based on such
a combination and implementing eventual failure detectors
has been presented. Interestingly, this protocol benefits
from the best of both worlds in the sense that it converges
(i.e., provides a failure detector with the required properties)
as soon as either the system behaves synchronously or the
required message exchange pattern is satisfied. This shows
that considering that the underlying system can satisfy several alternative assumptions can help expedite convergence
at no additional cost. Since convergence is guaranteed if any
one of the alternative assumptions is satisfied, the proposed
hybrid approach also provides increased overall assumption
coverage for free [19].
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